


 

On the evening of March 22, 2023 
the Philippines shone brightly.  That 
night, the highest-ranking Harvard 

University official ever to visit the Philippines, 
Harvard Provost Dr. Alan Garber, who was 
on a two-day visit as part of a swing through 
Southeast Asia, was given a memorable, 
world-class welcome.

The venue was the Ayala Museum.  The 
attendees were over 200 Filipino graduates 
of Harvard and their guests.  The attire was 
formal.  The red carpet (literally) was rolled 
out for Dr. Garber.  

Musicians from the Manila Symphony 
Orchestra played.  Food catered from Manila 
Hotel was scrumptious.  Specially designed 
drapery and floral arrangements gave an 
extra touch of class.  A photo exhibit of past 
Harvard events in the Philippines showed 
the depth of Harvard’s presence in our 
country.  

There was a buzz in the air.

A high point of the evening was a 
fireside chat with Dr. Garber.  As Harvard’s 
provost, Dr. Garber is second highest-
ranking official at the University (after the 
University’s president), and in that role, he 
acts as Harvard’s chief academic officer.  He 
graduated summa cum laude from Harvard 
and holds a PhD degree in economics as 
well as being an MD. 

The fireside chat was moderated by 
Geraldine Acuña-Sunshine, Harvard 
University Overseer and the co-president of 
Harvard Club of the Philippines Global.  The 
Club’s other co-president, Carol Dominguez, 
CEO of John Clements Consultants, gave 
the welcome remarks.   

The opening question from Ms. Acuña-
Sunshine was for Dr. Garber to explain 
what he does as provost.  In response, Dr. 
Garber said that one of his most pressing 
tasks is to ensure that Harvard’s twelve 
graduate schools work in concert. There 
is tremendous talent at Harvard, but it’s 
scattered across the different schools, and 
there is a real danger of duplication of effort 
and redundant investments.  For example, 
different medical research labs could be 
running similar projects and requesting the 
same expensive equipment - rather than 
aiding one another.   

To remedy this, Dr. Garber and Harvard’s 
president, Professor Drew Gilpin Faust, 
have formulated the One Harvard initiative.  
Through One Harvard, the departments 
have begun working more closely and more 
efficiently. 

      
Another question was how Harvard was 

addressing the challenge of AI, specifically 
ChatGPT, which potentially can write highly 
articulate essays for students, among 
other tasks.  Dr. Garber noted that the 
educational community at large would have 
to determine new ways to test and inspire 
students, but that the University would 
approach AI advancements as potentially 
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positive developments.  Dr. Garber 
acknowledged that something admirable 
is often lost whenever technology makes 
related ingrained aptitudes not as necessary 
as they once were, but he remained 
hopeful that AI in Harvard would ultimately 
come into its own as a progressive tool 
to accomplish basic tasks faster at high 
quality.  He reminded the audience of the 
Kempner Institute for the Study of Artificial 
and Natural Intelligence that Harvard 
launched in late 2021 in collaboration with 
Mark Zuckerberg and Priscilla Chan. The 
college, Dr. Garber said, has always moved 
forward when it comes to emerging tech, 
and it wouldn’t be proper to shy away from 
this newest challenge just because the 
solution is currently a touch opaque.  

  
The fireside chat ended with closing 

remarks by Jaime Alfonso Zobel de Ayala.  
Dr. Garber was complimented for how great 
he looked in his new barong (which had 
been made specifically for him), and he 
was asked to return to the Philippines in 
the near future so he’d have more chances 
to wear it. The Provost of Harvard chuckled 
and nodded.  

Harvard University is placing greater 
emphasis on Southeast Asia.  Harvard’s Asia 
Center has ambitious plans for promoting 
Philippine studies which includes teaching 
Filipino;  starting a Visiting Scholars and 
Post-doctoral Fellowship Program (to bring 
scholars from the Philippines to Harvard); 
introducing the Philippines and its history 
into under-graduate classes through course 
development support; supporting Special 
Research Projects (climate change, food 
security, disaster response, innovative 
housing, ASEAN, culture and religions, etc.); 
furthering Philippines Related Programming 
(Academic Talks and Cultural Events - 
art exhibitions, music, food, etc.); and 
establishing a high-profile Yearly Conference 
(this would include a conference at Harvard, 
with scholars based in the Philippines 
invited, and a collaborative conference with 
universities in the Philippines). 

Harvard’s Asia Center sees this as a 
particularly important moment for moving 
ahead aggressively with all these initiatives 
as part of its efforts to provide a lasting place 
for Southeast Asian Studies generally, and 
the study of the Philippines in particular, at 
Harvard; something that has not previously 
existed in its nearly 400-year-old history. It 
is an exciting and unprecedented moment, 
filled with opportunities and possibilities.

The spectacular success of the evening 
honoring Dr. Garber at the Ayala Museum did 
much to elevate the status of the Philippines 
at Harvard.  It made one proud to be a 
Filipino.  With this event and the plans of 
Harvard’s Asia Center to give prominence 
to Philippine studies, the distance between 
Manila and Massachusetts has never been 
closer.

That distance is 
getting nearer 

every day.

(The author is Chair of Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion Committee of 
the Management Association of the 
Philippines (MAP) and was MAP Governor 
from 2018-2019. She is President and 
CEO of John Clements Consultants, 
Co-President of Harvard Club of the 
Philippines Global and a member of 
Harvard Business School Alumni Board. 
Feedback at <map@map.org.ph> and < 

cvdominguez@johnclements.com>). 
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In its March 7, 2023 article, McKinsey reported 
that while the Philippines has yet to reach pre-
pandemic growth rates, big opportunities exist 

across sectors. As the world emerges from the 
pandemic, business leaders must shape innovation 
and growth by anticipating future disruptions. 

It cited five crucial sectors that hold tremendous 
promise.

1. Real estate and construction

The expansion in real estate development is 
expected to recover to pre-pandemic levels by the 
end of 2023, except building construction, with 
residential construction predicted to grow by 12% 
in 2024. 

Return-to-office policies and a resurgence in 
the need for industrial, retail and leisure spaces will 
increase demand for office space. Hybrid working 
will influence the reinvention of office spaces and 
the growth of co-working facilities. 

The cultivation of green real estate opportunities 
and appetite for sustainable buildings will encourage 
sector-wide growth and innovations in construction 
techniques, and could help attain the country’s 2030 
goal of reducing carbon emissions by 75%. 

2. Travel and hospitality

In pre-pandemic 2019, gross direct tourism 
value-added, as a share of GDP, was estimated at 

12.7%.
International tourism spending was estimated 

at PhP549 Billion, while domestic tourism spending 
was around PhP3.1 Trillion. A full recovery to pre-
pandemic levels is expected by 2024.

Hotel occupancy rates are now between 70-
80% and expected to still rise. China’s and Hong 
Kong’s lifting of mandatory quarantine on arrival are 
reasons for optimism. Other positive factors are: 

• the growth of “revenge travel”; 
• sustainable tourism and increased awareness of 

eco-friendly travel options; 
• the increase in domestic travel; 
• the popularity of the “digital-nomad” lifestyle 

that allows for extended periods.

3. Financial services

The state of the financial services sector in 2023 
will depend on two key factors: interest rate hikes 
and rising inflation. Macro-volatility could cause a 
slowdown in new loans, while rising inflation will put 
pressure on cost-of-living due to operating cost and 
wage increases.

In response, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 
(BSP) will increase interest rate hikes to keep up 
with inflation while the financial sector is prioritizing 
the inter-operability and digitization in top banks. 
Moreover, the banking sector has taken additional 
steps to protect itself and its clients. These include:
 
• recovering non-performing loans, 
• reducing loan-loss provisions with an outlook on 

improved credit status, 
• digital neo-banks offering higher savings interest 

rates and faster customer acquisition. 

Most significant I would think is the growing effort 
to make banking more accessible and inclusive. The 
growth of digital banking is significant: in 2021, 
60% of Filipinos used digital banking (from only 
17% in 2019), and growth is expected to accelerate 
in 2023.

4. Energy

The supply-demand balance is a major concern 
with clear downside risks. Threats to energy supply 
include rising oil and gas prices, supply-chain 
disruptions and currency depreciation.

A power supply shortage is expected later this 
year due to:

• a growing population, 
• a resurging economy, 
• the depletion of domestic gas supply, 



• heavy reliance on imported fuel. 

It will sustain upward pressure on prices and 
urgency to bring greenfield capacity online. On 
energy transition, major players are diversifying 
energy assets with direct investments in cleaner 
technologies – solar, hydro, wind and battery energy 
storage systems. 

I’m personally batting for pocket nuclear plants in 
Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao to significantly reduce 
power costs and electrify in the whole country.

For its part, the government passed legislation to: 

• reduce fuel and power costs via subsidies for 
transport operators; 

• boost investments in indigenous energy 
resources, such as coal; 

• strengthen electric cooperatives for broader 
access to electrification. 

5. Healthcare

Growth stalled in 2022 for healthcare services 
and pharmaceuticals, and is expected to persist this 
year as it addresses three major challenges.

First, rising inflation resulting in the rise of 
healthcare wages, especially that of hospital staff, 
i.e., nurses and technologists who are in short 
supply here and abroad. 

Second, supply-chain disruptions that will 
drive up medicine price variations and production 
inefficiencies since the country remains a net 
importer of pharmaceuticals. 

Third, turnover levels for health workers will 
remain high, straining the capacity of service 
providers and raising the poor quality of healthcare.

To address these challenges, the DOH aims to 
close the supply-demand gap by building facilities in 
areas outside Metro Manila and assuring the supply 
and affordability of medicines.

In the private sector, key players are investing 
in the healthcare value chain, and taking concerted 
steps to tap into growing online markets through 
electronic medical records, all-in-one telemedicine 
and consultation apps, and other ancillary services.

S&P Global foresees our GDP will continue to grow 
rapidly in the next 10 years. By 2034, the Philippines 
is foreseen to become a trillion-dollar economy 
benefiting from, among others, its membership in 
RCEP that will attract FDIs in manufacturing and 
infrastructure projects.

This strong growth is expected to boost per 
capita GDP from US$3,500 in 2021 to US$6,400 by 
2031, spurring domestic consumption and catalyzing 
foreign and domestic investment flows.

Consequently, the outlook over the next decade 
is very bright. Rapidly rising standards of living 
will broadly improve human development and cut 
significantly the population living in extreme poverty 
over the next ten years.

That said, reality bites. The country undoubtedly 
faces formidable headwinds in 2023, such as:
 
• pandemic and Ukraine-related supply-chain 

disruptions; 
• declining global growth;
• the VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex, 

ambiguous) reality prevailing in the world.

We’re in the cusp of a potentially destructive war 
amongst the great powers in the Asia-Pacific region 
who also happen to be our major trade partners. 
If that comes true, there goes the neighborhood. 
To what extent would that ultimately impact on 
our national economy? Do we have a relevant 
prescription for national survival?

We need to review the strategies in place, if any, 
to mitigate key risks - geopolitical, governance, 
inflation, interest rates, foreign exchange, trade – 
and reduce the imbalance between social costs and 
benefits through policy reform.

The economic outlook for the Philippines appears 
bright but bringing it to fruition depends on how well 
we govern and manage risk to win the future for our 
common good.

(This article reflects the personal opinion of 
the author and does not reflect the official 
stand of the Management Association of the 
Philippines or MAP.  The author is former 
Governor of MAP. He is Vice Chair of Pepsi-
Cola Products Philippines, Inc. He is a Member 
of Philippine Council for Foreign Relations, 
and sits on the boards of other companies as 
Independent Director. Feedback at <map@
map.org.ph> and <rmalunan@gmail.com>.)
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The economy’s
backbone
By: Cielito F. Habito 
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Over the years, I have described agriculture as the 
economy’s backbone. While I believe this to be true 
nearly everywhere, it’s more especially so for the 

Philippine economy. Many might find it hard to agree, es-
pecially considering how by various measures, it has been 
our worst performing economic sector for decades now—
that is, compared to the two other sectors of industry and 
services. For one, agriculture, forestry, and fishery (AFF) 
now accounts for less than a tenth (9.6 percent) of our 
gross domestic product (GDP), way down from one-third 
in the postwar years of 1946-1947.

It’s not because the sector shrank. It kept growing 
over the years, but at a rate much slower than industry 
and services did. Since the turn of the millennium, AFF 
grew at an average annual rate of only 2.4 percent, far 
outstripped by the 4.6 and 5.7 percent for industry and 
services, respectively. And it had worsened over time; 
the sector’s annual growth averaged 3.5 percent in 2001-
2010 (vs. 4.2 and 5.6 percent for industry and services, 
respectively), but has been a mere 1.5 percent per year 
from 2011 onwards. Meanwhile, industry and services 
both speeded up to 5.0 and 5.8 percent average annual 
growth, respectively. Productivity (in constant 2018 pe-
sos) per worker in AFF was only P164,982 last year, far 
below industry’s P689,059 and services’ P444,045. Not 
surprisingly, our nation’s poorest are found in our farms 
and fisheries.

With such dismal numbers, how can we say agricul-
ture is our economy’s backbone, then? Consider the fol-
lowing facts. Only two regions, Metro Manila and Cala-
barzon, already account for more than half of our total 
services GDP. In industry GDP, only three regions account 
for 60 percent, with the addition of Central Luzon to the 
previous two. All three regions are in Luzon. On the other 
hand, AFF output is much more evenly spread across the 
regions, with six of the 16 regions accounting for half, 
including one region in Visayas and three in Mindanao. It 
is, quite literally, the sector holding our regions together 
like a backbone, commonly important in all of our regions. 
Thus, I also describe it as our economy’s most inclusive 
sector, because growth in the sector benefits all regions 
of the country, in contrast to the highly skewed (and Lu-
zon-centric) geographical benefits from growth in industry 
and services. Just like in the human body, other parts of 
the body could well be in much better shape than our 
spine—but it’s still the backbone that holds it all together.

Our backbone sector showed its mettle at the height 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2020, when industry and 
services suffered deep contractions at -13.1 and -9.1 per-
cent, respectively, AFF dipped a mere -0.2 percent. But 
it turned negative only because African swine fever had 
abnormally reduced livestock production. If livestock is 
omitted from the computation, the rest of the sector ac-
tually grew by a positive 0.8 percent. Crops alone posted 
an impressive 2.1 percent growth even as the rest of the 
economy collapsed! At the same time, statistics showed 
that the AFF sector absorbed hundreds of thousands of 
workers displaced from industry and services. Agriculture, 
apart from showing resilience in adversity, also proved to 
be the reliable fallback jobs provider—a true backbone in-
deed.

Furthermore, agriculture is a key foundation on which 
our industry and services sectors are built. It provides 
the raw materials for about two-thirds of our manufactur-
ing output (of which more than half are food manufactur-
ers), which in turn is about two-thirds of the total indus-
try sector output. In services, agriculture and agri-based 
products also figure prominently in the dominant services 
subsectors of wholesale and retail trade, transport and 
storage, food and accommodation services, and now tour-
ism as well, with farm tourism fast gaining ground.

All told, agriculture is truly the economy’s backbone 
that we can’t afford to keep neglecting it the way we’ve 
done for decades. Let’s start with finally having the right 
captain steer the sector away from persistent defeatism 
and protection, toward heightened productivity, dyna-
mism, and genuine food security for all.

cielito.habito@gmail.com
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